
Chair, LI College of Fellows, application, 2018. Brodie McAllister 

I currently work in my own practice. As one of the founders of the College of Fellows, I have 

a broad background of professional experience ( across planning, urban design, landscape 

architecture and in local authority as an urban designer within a planning policy and town 

management section, in management within higher education and private practice including 

my own and internationally) and involvement over many years in the LI past and present, 

including P2C mentoring and graduation, as a branch rep. and member of advisory council, 

trustee, independent member of council, on a university professional review group, as an 

IFLA Europe representative, and awards judge. This would provide invaluable experience for 

the position as Chair and for the goal of broadening professional diversity, inclusion, and 

collaboration.  

As a former LI Member of Board, I am already knowledgeable about how to liaise, consult 

and advise effectively within the LI and represent the LI. I am familiar with how to promote 

our aims and raise profile through other former roles, such as on competition juries for the 

RIBA, design review groups, and as a trustee of an architecture centre. As someone already 

involved in the College of Fellows, I have encouraged and recommended new members, and 

can continue to use my influential international contacts to assist with events and projects. 

And in particular will draw on my links to the United States (where I practised for 4 years) 

and their equivalent fellow’s group, which inspired me to initiate our version .  

Examples of how I would support the LI’s corporate strategy and bring fresh, clear and 

effective thinking include:  

. using my background to cross divides and draw in landscape planning, urban design and 

the creative arts and in particular my planning experience to influence planning policy and 

strategy changes nationally.  

. using my background in GI and Garden Cities (through involvement in formulating the 

original Green Grid within Kent and chairing the built design group for Ebbsfleet) to further 

promote what we can achieve in terms of social, sustainability and health benefits.  

. using my experience of course accreditation to involve the C of F’s in assisting to set new 

standards.  

. contributing to the growth in conferences, building on my experience from higher 

education and the Architecture Centre, Bristol.  

. contributing to increasing membership satisfaction, communication, support, valuing of 

volunteers and engagement at regional level assisted by my current role as a branch 

representative.  

. using my experience to involve fellows in contributing to the debate on core skills based on 

my practice and market insight on needs.  

. encouraging the development of landscape modules within geography and planning 

disciplines by drawing on my experience as a former subject group leader of geography, 

environmental science and landscape architecture at university level and background in 

town and country planning (which I studied at degree level).  

. offering to assist in drawing in urban design courses (using my related background in this) 

into our accreditation.  



. building on previous work for the LI which I did to increase the number and calibre of 

university courses offering landscape related qualifications; and links to research groups (I 

formerly taught on a previous landscape architecture course at the Bartlett, home of our 

latest accredited course). In particular, I started the re-engagement with the Landscape 

Research Group, contributing to a conference with them at the Royal Geographic Society.  

. using the fellows to initiate an idea already put forward by others for a working group on 

international activity. My background in international practice (e.g. Singapore and the USA) 

and former IFLA Europe role makes me passionate to pursue this goal of increasing links to 

other global sustainability initiates, making IFLA’s work more visible to our membership, 

sharing of standards and values, creating new partnerships, increasing work internationally, 

linking more with our current or potential international members, and drawing in and 

retaining the best of international talent into our universities and practices.  

. continuing to guest lecture, and encourage others, on diverse courses both here and 

abroad to promote a choice of landscape as a profession 

. continuing to contribute to publications, and encourage others, that influence a readership 

beyond our own profession. 

 


